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Topological semimetals are a fascinating class of quantum materials that possess extraordinary electronic
and transport properties. These materials have attracted great interest in recent years for their fundamental
significance and potential device applications. Currently a major focus in this research field is to theoretically
explore and predict and experimentally verify and realize material systems that exhibit a rich variety of topological
semimetallic behavior, which would allow a comprehensive characterization of the intriguing properties and a
full understanding of the underlying mechanisms. In this paper, we report on ab initio calculations that identify
a carbon allotrope with simple orthorhombic crystal structure in Pbcm (D112h) symmetry. This carbon allotrope
can be constructed by inserting zigzag carbon chains between the graphene layers in graphite or by a crystalline
modification of a (3,3) carbon nanotube with a double cell reconstruction mechanism. Its dynamical stability
has been confirmed by phonon and molecular dynamics simulations. Electronic band calculations indicate that
it is a nodal-line semimetal comprising two nodal lines that go through the whole Brillouin zone in bulk and
a projected surface flat band around the Fermi level. The present findings establish an additional topological
semimetal system in the nanostructured carbon allotropes family and offer insights into its outstanding structural
and electronic properties.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.97.245147
I. INTRODUCTION
Carbon is capable of forming an extremely rich variety of
structural allotropes due to the versatile hybridized bonding
states of its 2s22p2 valence electrons [1–5]. At ambient condi-
tions, graphite is the most stable carbon phase; its honeycomb
lattice can be viewed as a planar molecule comprising benzene
rings in an all-sp2 bonding state, which hosts a semimetallic
electronic structure [6]. At high pressures, graphite can be
converted into insulating cubic or hexagonal diamond at high
temperatures [7–11] or diamondlike cold-compressed graphite
phases at room temperature [12–19], such as M-carbon [14],
bct-C4 [15], and W -carbon [16] in all-sp3 bonding. Modern
advances in synthesis techniques have made it possible to
convert graphitic carbon sheets into new structural forms,
such as zero-dimensional fullerenes [20], one-dimensional
nanotubes [21], two-dimensional (2D) graphene [22], and
three-dimensional (3D) polybenzene [23,24] in all-sp2 bond-
ing. The well-known monolayer 2D graphene has a Dirac point
in its 2D Brillouin zone (BZ), characterized as a nodal-point
semimetal [25]. Recent theoretical studies suggested that 3D
graphene networks support topological semimetals harboring
continuous nodal lines that go through the whole BZ or nodal
rings that reside inside a mirror plane of the BZ [26–36].
Topological semimetals with node rings have been found in
all-sp2 carbon network structures such as Mackay-Terrones
*wjt@aphy.iphy.ac.cn
carbon crystal [26], body-centered orthorhombic C16 (bco-C16)
[29], and a body-centered tetragonal C16 (bct-C16) [33]. Mean-
while topological semimetals with node lines have been found
in sp2-sp3 hybrid network structures such as interpenetrated
graphene network C6 (ign-C6) [27], body-centered tetragonal
C12 (bct-C12) [28], and body-centered tetragonal C40 (bct-
C40) [34]. Moreover, 3D conductive interconnected graphene
networks have been synthesized by chemical vapor deposition
[37]. These advances open exciting avenues for constructing
additional graphene framework structures.
In this paper, we report on a computational discovery of a
carbon allotrope with simple orthorhombic crystal structure in
Pbcm (D112h) symmetry, which can be constructed by inserting
zigzag carbon chains between the graphene layers in graphite
or by a crystalline modification of a (3,3) carbon nanotube
(CNT) with a double cell reconstruction mechanism. The
resulting interpenetrated graphene network structure contains
12 atoms in its unit cell, and is thus termed so-C12. Total-energy
calculations show that so-C12 is more stable than the polymeric
(3,3) CNT and comparable to the recently reported ign-C6 [27]
and bct-C12 [28] network structures. Its dynamical stability
has been verified by phonon mode analysis and molecular
dynamics simulations. Electronic band-structure calculations
show that so-C12 contains two mirror symmetric nodal lines in
the bulk and one projected surface flat band around the Fermi
level on its (010) surface. These findings place so-C12 as an
additional member among topological node-line semimetals
[38–52], and the results of the present paper are expected
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to help further understand and characterize these fascinating
materials.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
Our calculations were carried out using the density func-
tional theory as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simu-
lation package [53]. The generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) developed by Armiento-Mattsson (AM05) [54] was
adopted for the exchange-correlation function for the struc-
tural relaxation. The all-electron projector augmented wave
method [55] was adopted with 2s22p2 treated as valence
electrons. A plane-wave basis set with a large energy cutoff of
800 eV was used. Convergence criteria employed for both the
electronic self-consistent relaxation and the ionic relaxation
were set to 10−8 eV and 0.01 eV/ ˚A for energy and force,
respectively. The bulk and surface electronic band structures
are calculated using the standard GGA-PBE method [56],
while the band gaps are corrected using a hybrid density
functional based on the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof scheme
(HSE06) [57]. Phonon calculations were performed using
the PHONOPY code [58]. The so-C12 carbon structure is
predicted in a double cell reconstruction pathway of (3,3)
CNT based on a multistage phase transformation simulation
method [59].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We present in Fig. 1(a) the orthorhombic graphene network
structure of so-C12, which can be constructed by inserting
zigzag carbon chains between the graphene layers in AA
stacking along the x direction or AB stacking along the y
direction. The calculated equilibrium lattice parameters are
a = 4.313 ˚A, b = 8.604 ˚A, and c = 2.461 ˚A, occupying the
4d1 (0.0507, 0.2104, 0.25), 4d2 (0.0763, 0.0351, 0.25), and
4d3 (0.5783, 0.5052, 0.25) Wyckoff positions denoted by C1,
C2, and C3, respectively. The carbon atoms on the 4d1 and
4d3 sites form four zigzag carbon chains with aromatic sp2
hybridization, while the carbon atoms on the 4d2 sites form
two zigzag carbon chains with diamondlike sp3 hybridization.
Thus, there are three sets of distinct carbon-carbon bonds in
this structure, namely, two sp3 single longer bonds of 1.512 ˚A
(C2-C3 and C2-C1) and 1.520 ˚A (C2-C2), and a shorter sp2
aromatic bond of 1.406 ˚A (C1-C1 and C3-C3). There are also
two sets of distinct bond angles—108.04◦ for ∠C2-C2-C2,
111.38◦ for ∠C2-C2-C1, and 111.04◦ for ∠C2-C2-C3, which
are on average close to the 109.5◦ angle in diamond—and
118.95◦ for ∠C2-C3-C3, 118.90◦ for ∠C2-C1-C1, and 122.05◦
for ∠C3-C3-C3, which are on average close to the 120◦ angle
in graphene.
It is noted that so-C12 can be produced by a crystalline
modification of (3,3) CNT. At the initial stage, the small (3,3)
CNT can spontaneously turn into polymeric (3,3) CNT [60,61]
under pressure (see Fig. S1 in Supplemental Material [62]).
A double cell reconstruction pathway from polymeric (3,3)
CNT toward so-C12 is shown in Fig. 1(b) and the enthalpy
versus pathway is plotted in Fig. 1(c) at 10 and 15 GPa.
There are two sharp enthalpy peaks in Fig. 1(c). The first peak
corresponds to the bond breaking between atoms 6-7 and 16-17
at step 9, followed by the enthalpy decrease with the rebonding
FIG. 1. The crystal structure of so-C12 in Pbcm (D112h) symmetry.
(a) The 12-atom unit cell of so-C12 with lattice parameters a =
4.313 ˚A, b = 8.604 ˚A, and c = 2.461 ˚A, occupying the 4d1 (0.0507,
0.2104, 0.25), 4d2 (0.0763, 0.0351, 0.25), and 4d3 (0.5783, 0.5052,
0.25) Wyckoff positions denoted by C1, C2, and C3, respectively. (b) A
double cell reconstruction pathway from polymeric (3,3) CNT toward
so-C12 with bond breaking between atoms 6-7 and 16-17 at step 9 and
between atoms 1-12 and 22-23 at step 13. The atoms are marked as red
in tube I and black in tube II, respectively. The initial stage pathway
from (3,3) CNT toward polymeric (3,3) CNT is shown in Fig. S1 in
Supplemental Material [62]. (c) Enthalpy vs pathway from polymeric
(3,3) CNT toward so-C12 at 10 and 15 GPa.
between atoms 7-19 and 16-4 around step 11; the second
peak corresponds to the bond breaking between atoms 1-12
and 22-23 at step 13, followed by the rebonding with atoms
13 and 10 with the bond rotation of atoms 13-14 and 9-10,
respectively, to form the final so-C12 structure. Throughout
this bond rotation assisted two stage reconstruction pathway,
the enthalpy barriers are estimated to be 0.19 − 0.22 eV [see
Fig. 1(c)], which is similar to the findings in cold-compressed
graphite phase transformations [16].
Figure 2 shows the total energy per atom as a function of
volume for so-C12 compared with the results for diamond,
graphite, fcc-C60 [63], ign-C6 [27], bct-C12 [28], bco-C16 [29],
bct-C4 [15], M-carbon [14], and polymeric (3,3) CNT [61].
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FIG. 2. Calculated energy vs volume per atom for so-C12 com-
pared to graphite, diamond, fcc-C60 [63], bco-C16 [29], bct-C4 [15],
M-carbon [14], bct-C12 [28], ign-C6 [27], and polymeric (3,3) CNT
[61].
The results show that so-C12 is slightly (0.16–0.19 eV per
atom) higher in energy than diamond and graphite, while it is
comparably stable as ign-C6, bct-C12, bct-C4, and M-carbon,
and more stable than bco-C16, fcc-C60, and polymeric (3,3)
CNT. By fitting the calculated total energy as a function of
volume to Murnaghan’s equation of state [64], we obtained
the bulk modulus of 322 GPa for so-C12, which is close to the
results for bct-C12 and ign-C6 (see Table I) due to their similar
atomic density and bonding nature.
For comparison, possible pathways from polymeric (3,3)
CNT toward bct-C12 and ign-C6 are also simulated at 10 GPa
(see Fig. S2 in Supplemental Material [62]). Along the pathway
toward bct-C12, there are four bond breakings between atoms
6-7, 1-12, 16-17, and 22-23 at step 11, resulting in an enthalpy
barrier of 0.30 eV; meanwhile, along the pathway toward
ign-C6, the CNTs are squashed first with the tube rotation
and then the squashed CNT-2 is inserted into CNT-1 at step
12, resulting in an enthalpy barrier of 0.34 eV. These enthalpy
barriers are larger than the values of 0.19–0.22 eV for the
pathway toward so-C12. Thus so-C12 is energetically more
favorable compared to bct-C12 and ign-C6 in terms of the
kinetics in the reconstruction pathway.
Since energetic calculations alone cannot establish the sta-
bility of a crystal structure, a thorough analysis of the dynamic
and thermal stability is required. To assess the dynamical
stability, we have calculated phonon dispersion and partial
density of states (PDOS), and the obtained results are shown
in Fig. 3. It is seen that there are two main peaks around 1443
and 1268 cm−1 in the PDOS. The peak around 1443 cm−1 is
related to the C1 and C3 carbon atoms in sp2 bonding similar
to the finding in all-sp2 bco-C16 [29], while the peak around
1268 cm−1 is related to the C2 carbon atoms in sp3 bonding
similar to the finding in diamond [65]. There are also some
peaks below 800 cm−1 related to the C1, C2, and C3 carbon
atoms in sp2-sp3 hybrid bonds. No imaginary frequency exists
in the entire BZ and PDOS, confirming the dynamical stability
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FIG. 3. Phonon band structures and partial density of states
(PDOS) for so-C12. The peaks around 1443 and 1268 cm−1 are related
to sp2 and sp3 bonding, respectively.
of so-C12. To examine the thermal stability, we have performed
ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations with the
canonical (NVT ) ensemble by the Nose´ thermostat [66] with a
step of 1 fs. The systems are modeled by a 4 × 2 × 1 supercell.
The energy fluctuations at 1200 and 1500 K are presented in
Fig. 4. The structures around step 1000 and 4000 are given in
the insets of Fig. 4. It is seen that after heating up to 1200 K for
4 ps no structural changes occur. With temperature increasing
up to 1500 K, the structure becomes unstable with some
bond breaking between the C1-C2 and C2-C3 bonds. These
FIG. 4. Energy fluctuations of so-C12 in AIMD simulations at
1200 and 1500 K. Insets depict the structural changes at step 1000
and 4000 during the simulations.
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TABLE I. Calculated equilibrium structural parameters (space group; volume V0; lattice parameters a, b, and c; bond lengths dC-C), total
energy Etot, bulk modulus B0, and electronic band gap Eg for diamond, polymeric CNT-(3,3), bco-C16, bct-C12, ign-C6, so-C12 and graphite,
compared to available experimental data for diamond and graphite [7].
Structure Method V0 ( ˚A3/atom) a ( ˚A) b ( ˚A) c ( ˚A) dC-C ( ˚A) Etot (eV) B0 (GPa) Eg (eV)
Diamond (Fd ¯3m) AM05 5.60 3.552 1.538 −9.018 451 5.36
Exp. [7] 5.67 3.567 1.544 446 5.47
CNT-(3,3) (Imma) AM05 7.98 8.536 2.485 9.025 1.338–1.566 −8.703 304 0.32
bco-C16 (Imma) AM05 7.70 7.806 4.877 3.237 1.382–1.459 −8.671 315 Semimetal
bct-C12 (I4/mcm) AM05 7.66 8.645 8.645 2.460 1.406–1.517 −8.838 320 Semimetal
ign-C6 (Cmcm) AM05 7.60 5.899 6.281 2.459 1.406–1.522 −8.852 323 Semimetal
so-C12 (Pbcm) AM05 7.61 4.313 8.604 2.461 1.406–1.520 −8.851 322 Semimetal
Graphite (P63/mmc) AM05 8.81 2.462 6.710 1.422 −9.045 280 Semimetal
Exp. [7] 8.78 2.460 6.704 1.420 286
results indicate that so-C12, once synthesized, can sustain high
temperatures up to 1200 K.
Finally we discuss the electronic properties of so-C12.
Figure 5(a) shows the calculated bulk band structure at
equilibrium lattice parameters. It is seen that the valence and
conduction bands exhibit linear dispersion near the Fermi
energy and cross at the Fermi level (EF ) to form several nodal
points along the high-symmetric directions of G-Z, T -Y , and
Y-Z in the bulk BZ. Further analysis of the band structure in
the full BZ indicates that the band crossing points (or nodal
points) of the valence and conduction bands in so-C12 form
two discrete saddle nodal lines inside a mirror plane G-Z-T -Y
[see Fig. 5(b)] with an inversion symmetry about the center of
G in the bulk BZ. The states near the crossing points around
the nodal lines are formed by the inversion of the valence and
conduction bands. To clarify this point, we have calculated the
band decomposed charge density near the nodal point b on
the high-symmetric direction T -Y in the BZ [see Fig. 5(c)].
One can see that the charges around the nodal points near the
Fermi level are located on the C1 and C3 atoms and show
the π -band character related to the p orbitals. The charge
distributions for b1 (and b4) are 53.3% from C1-px and 45.1%
from C3-py , while for b2 (and b3) the values are 49.3% from
C1-px and 49.3% from C3-py orbitals. The obvious difference
between the charge distributions of b1(b4) and b2(b3) reveals
the inversion of the valence and conduction bands on both the
left and right side of the nodal point. This band inversion can be
described by two crossingπ bands ofG1 andG2 throughout the
full BZ around the nodal lines. Furthermore, these node lines
are protected by the coexistence of time-reversal (T ) and spatial
inversion (P ) symmetry [26]. It is also noted that the spin-orbit
coupling may open up a gap at the band crossing points, but the
extremely weak (0.13–0.74 meV) coupling strength in carbon
[26,29,30] is not expected to alter the semimetallic state at
room temperature.
Figures 5(d) and 5(e) show the surface band structures
calculated using a ten-layer-thick slab geometry along the
[010] crystalline direction [see Fig. 5(f)]. The surface dangling
bonds in Fig. 5(e) are saturated with hydrogen atoms. The
projected surface BZ ¯G- ¯Z- ¯T - ¯Y is marked corresponding to
G-Z-T -Y in bulk as shown in Fig. 5(b). It is seen that when the
resulted nodal lines are projected onto the surface BZ they can
produce one topologically protected surface flat band around
the Fermi level, either outside [the region containing the BZ
boundaries in Fig. 4(e)] or inside [the region containing the
¯G point in Fig. 5(d)] of two symmetric (up and down) nodal
lines, depending on the termination of the surface with or
without saturation by hydrogen atoms. In Fig. 5(f) the partial
charge density isosurfaces related to the energy bands around
the Fermi level in Fig. 5(d) at the ¯G point are plotted. The
electronic charges are located on the topmost surface carbon
layers, confirming that the surface flat band is indeed deriving
from the surface atoms. Beside the surface with the outermost
atoms of C2 and C3 used in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e), there is
another truncated surface with the outermost atoms of C1. The
calculated surface band structures show similar surface states
as plotted in Fig. S3 in Supplemental Material [62]. These
surface states predicted for the nodal-line semimetals should
be detectable by photoelectron spectroscopy and be compared
to ARPES experimental data [50].
As a topological nodal-line semimetal, the nodal-line struc-
ture is usually protected by the topological invariant, i.e., the
Berry phase (aZ2-type invariant) along a closed path encircling
the nodal line [67]. To clarify this point, we have calculated the
Berry phase using the Wannier Tools package [68] based on a
Wannier tight-binding model constructed by WANNIER90 [69].
The Berry phase with a closed loop surrounding the nodal lines
(see Fig. S4(c) in Supplemental Material [62]) is calculated to
be π . Further, the Berry phase along the line passing through
the BZ parallel to the ky axis is calculated. If the line is inside
the area between two separated nodal lines (see Fig. S4(b) in
Supplemental Material [62]), the result is either zero or π . The
nonzero quantized Berry phase further confirms the nodal-line
feature in so-C12 carbon. The appearance of surface states at
the surface of a nodal-line semimetal arises from a quantized
Berry phase. Since the Berry phase is equal to π for any closed
path that interlinks with the nodal line, the surface states should
connect the a and b points on the projected nodal loop in the
2D momentum space in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e) since the surface
states and the nodal line in bulk are at the same energy level.
According to the classification of topological nodal-line
semimetals recently suggested by Hyart et al. [67], topological
semimetals in 3D graphene networks can be divided into two
types: type A has closed nodal rings that reside inside a mirror
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FIG. 5. Calculated bulk and surface band structures of so-C12
at equilibrium lattice parameters. (a) The bulk band structure along
several high-symmetry directions. G1 and G2 indicate the irreducible
representations of the two crossing bands, respectively. (b) The
Brillouin zone (BZ) with several high-symmetry momenta indicated,
and the nodal lines (red), formed by the band crossing points, in
the G-Z-T -Y mirror plane. The a and b points represent the nodal
point located along the G-Z and T -Y line, respectively. (c) The
band-decomposed charge density isosurfaces (0.07 e/ ˚A3) around the
nodal point b along the T -Y direction in the BZ. (d,e) The (010)
surface states obtained using a ten-layer-thick slab geometry along
the [010] direction. The surface flat band (red line) can be inside or
outside the surface projected nodal lines, depending on the termination
of the surface without (d) or with (e) saturation by hydrogen atoms.
The projected surface BZ ¯G- ¯Z- ¯T - ¯Y is marked relative to G-Z-T -Y in
bulk in (b). (f) Partial charge density isosurfaces (0.05 e/ ˚A3) related
to the (red) surface bands in (d) at the ¯G point. The outermost atoms
are C2 and C3 with dangling bonds on C2 sites.
plane of the BZ, while type B has continuous nodal lines that
go through the whole BZ. The type-A nodal-line semimetals
have been found in all-sp2 carbon network structures such
as bco-C16 [29] and bct-C16 [33]. The so-C12 reported in this
paper has a type-B nodal line in the sp2-sp3 hybrid network
like that in ign-C6 [27] and mC16 [36]. When the nodal line
is projected onto certain surfaces, it produces a drumheadlike
surface flat bands either inside or outside of the nodal lines
[29]. Meanwhile, bct-C40 [34] is a nodal-net semimetal
consisting of type-B nodal lines in the sp2-sp3 hybrid network
structure and has two coupled drumheadlike flat bands around
the Fermi level on its surface. Beside these nodal-line or
nodal-net semimetals, the 3D Weyl-surface semimetals are
also reported in triangular graphene network TGN(2,2) [35],
quadrilateral graphene network QGN(2,2) [35], and hexagonal
graphene network HGN(2,2) [35]. It should be noted that
such Weyl surfaces are closely related to an additional
sublattice-symmetry operator in the tight-binding model [35],
in contrast to the nodal nets reported in bct-C40 [34]. A similar
Dirac surface was also reported in the higher-symmetry
bct-C12 [28], but it should decay into type-B nodal lines in the
lower-symmetry so-C12 phase reported here.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have identified by ab initio calcula-
tions a simple orthorhombic carbon allotrope in Pbcm (D112h)
symmetry. This so-C12 carbon phase can be characterized as
an interconnected graphene network structure containing 12
atoms in its unit cell and possibly synthesized by inserting
zigzag carbon chains between the graphene layers in graphite
or by a crystalline modification of the (3,3) carbon nanotube
with a double cell reconstructing mechanism. Electronic band
structure calculations reveal that so-C12 belongs to B-type
topological nodal-line semimetals and possesses two period-
ically continuous lines in momentum space. Moreover, when
the nodal lines in bulk are projected onto the surface BZ, they
produce one topologically protected surface flat band around
the Fermi level, either outside or inside of two symmetric
nodal lines, depending on the termination of the surface with
or without saturation by hydrogen atoms. The present results
establish an additional nanostructured carbon phase that is ex-
pected to contribute to further characterization of structural and
electronic properties and a full understanding of the underlying
mechanisms in a large class of topological semimetals.
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